Lead-poisoned zinc fingers: quantum mechanical exploration of structure, coordination, and electronic excitations.
Density functional theory (DFT) structure calculations and time-dependent DFT electronic excitation calculations on simple mononuclear lead structures confirm recent reports on the stabilization of tricoordinated structural domains in poisoned proteins. However, the possibility of the formation of tetracoordinated lead complexes should not be disregarded in studies on mechanisms of lead toxicity because structures with both coordination modes are plausible and might contribute to observed UV spectra. Reported calculations along with detailed molecular orbital analysis confirm that the intense UV signal at around 260 nm is an indicator of the ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) band where the electrons are transferred from the sulfur 3p orbital to the lead 6p orbital. The composition of the LMCT band reveals significant excitations not only from the Pb-S bonding orbitals but also from sulfur lone-pair orbitals to the Pb-S antibonding orbitals for which the electron density is largely localized on the Pb "6p-like" molecular orbitals. There is a solid indication that the stereochemically active pair orbital of lead is not strongly hybridized and remains largely of the 6s character in tricoordinated lead structures and is minimally hybridized in tetracoordinated lead structures. Computed UV spectra of lead model complexes are compared to experimental UV spectra of model lead peptides. The comparison shows a good agreement with the major spectral trends and changes observed in these experiments.